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InferData Offers Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) TrainingCourse

The leader in Java and J2EE skills transfer enables students to master the art and science of
how to effectively use and extend the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)

Austin, TX (PRWEB) August 28, 2004 -- InferData Ltd. announced today that they have developed a new
training course that utilizes proven accelerated learning techniques, and simply takes the mystery out of
creating superior Eclipse version 3.0 plugins.

The Eclipse Foundation describes its focal point as an open platform for tool integration built by an open
community of tool providers. Eclipse 3.0 has now also emerged as an excellent platform to build any rich client
application. Operating under an open source paradigm, with a common public license that provides royalty free
source code and worldwide redistribution rights, the eclipse platform provides tool developers with ultimate
flexibility and control over their software technology.

InferDataÂ�s Vice President, Petter Graff, commenting on the new course said "The Eclipse Platform is
designed for building integrated development environments (IDEs) that can be used to create applications as
diverse as web sites, embedded Java programs, C++ programs, and Enterprise JavaBeans. Now with version
3.0, eclipse has become a viable framework for any software application." He added, "Our courses are primarily
targeted at software architects and developers. Our new 3-day EMF course complements our existing 5-day
eclipse plugin class. The Eclipse Modeling Framework makes it possible for high quality plugins, using the
Model Driven Architecture (MDA) approach. Our courses cover the whole spectrum of writing a plugin for the
platform. We use a highly hands-on approach, with programming labs constituting about 60 percent of the
course content."

Incorporating a comprehensive and compelling introduction to this topic, the Eclipse Modeling Framework
course features unique tips and techniques that are used to apply MDA for the benefit of eclipse developers.

A detailed course outline is available at http://www.inferdata.com/training/java/emf.html

About InferData Ltd.
InferData is a leading training and consulting firm specializing in advanced Object-Oriented and Enterprise
technologies. InferData's training and software services provide rapid knowledge transfer and help customers
accelerate project time-to-market, avoid costly mistakes, increase productivity and expedite a transition to
Object-Oriented technology. InferData offers expertise in analysis, design, development, implementation, as
well as software project management. Courses cover subjects in the areas of Object-Oriented development,
requirements, and architectures, Java, J2EE, .NET and Web Services utilizing the latest tools. For more
information about InferData's customizable, global training and consulting services, visit www.inferdata.com or
call 888-211-3421.
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Contact Information
David Deans
INFERDATA,LTD.
http://www.inferdata.com
888-211-3421

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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